UCI REC Kids: Guardian Contract

We’ve developed a week-long summer program, operated by UCI Campus Recreation, for campers to participate in through Zoom calls. Activities occurred three times daily through Zoom calls, led by counsellors. Activities were made that allowed all individuals, regardless of age or ability, to participate. We encouraged parents to be involved if they choose to, but focused on programming that campers could participate in on their own. Each activity is led by a counsellor, with supplies and instructions shared daily on a Google Classroom to help campers and their parents prepare for the day.

Parent/Guardian Involvement
While we are offering camp activities, camps cannot “take supervision” of your child(ren) in a virtual setting. Therefore, it is important for us to communicate the following to parents/guardians:

- Supervision is expected to be conducted by parent/guardians within the same building.
- If you are sharing a space with your camper please provide them with headphones with attached microphone to reduce outside noise.
- We encourage parent/guardians to be aware of their child’s online activities, we have policy set to reduce unwanted behavior but we will need your help to enforce them

Program Supplies

- Materials and ideal locations will be provided within the Google classroom before the camp week starts
- For any physical activities, it’s important that parents/guardians evaluate the space being used to make sure it is free from hazards
- Supply lists will be provided for all activities. Please visit the website or Google Doc for basic materials needed for virtual camp. Please be mindful of any age restrictions, activity recommendations and potential allergy triggers that could occur if unsupervised or lack or preparation
- UCI Campus Recreation will not be able to loan equipment or supplies

I have reviewed and understand the expectation of the Guardian Contract.